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“I would rather have a donkey that takes me there than a horse that will not fare.“
(Portuguese Proverb)

“He who wants a mule without fault, must walk on foot”
(British & Spanish proverb)

Abstract:
The initial Donkey and Mule strategies were developed in [1] and [2]. This paper is a complete rework 
of these previous papers. I have incorporated the latest scientific work about this classic trading topic 
([3],[4],[5],[6],[7],[8],[9], [10] and the references herein) and have tested which concepts work and 
which concepts don't. Some of the published ideas work as advertised but the authors keep quiet about 
the adversarial effects. The Donkey applies the momentum approach to a collection of ETFs and to 
Nasdaq-100 stocks. The Mule trades Futures. The essential difference between stocks/ETFs and 
Futures is the roll-value of Futures. The roll-value is an additional information which can be used 
profitable.
The results differ in one essential point from the published literature: A momentum of 1 year is in all 
publications the preferred momentum-window. This is indeed the best setting for the Nasdaq-100 
portfolio. But for the ETF and for the Futures collection a much shorter window of either 4-months is 
clearly superior.
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knows all the ups- and downs of Commodity-Futures trading.

Momentum:
There are 2 different definitions of momentum. In the classical approach one sorts a large universe of 
assets according the performance in a given look-back period. The usual window is one year. For 
individual stocks the last month is usually omitted. The period is 2 to 12 months. The assets are sorted 
according their return in this period. One goes a proportion (e.g. a quintile) of the top assets long, the 
low proportion short. 
In a second approach one calculates the same return measure. But this time one goes the assets with a 
positive momentum long. A loser is shorted. 
An obvious extension is the Dual Momentum concept of [4]. The return of the top-performers must be 
positive, the returns of the laggards must be negative. Usually the Dual Momentum concept selects the 
same assets as the first rule. But in extreme market situations (almost) all assets can have a negative 
return (the opposite is rather unlikely). In this case it is preferable to stay on the sideline or to bet only 
on the few remaining winners.

The Donkey-Rules:
The classical momentum strategy is applied either on a large collection of stocks or for commodity 
Futures ([6]). For the current work a collection of 121 ETFs and another one with the Nasdaq-100 
stocks are used. The ETF selection is based on the work in [1]. For the current study the VIX based 



ETFs VXX and VXZ have been removed, because there are own strategies which handle the specific 
behavior of the VIX ([12]).  See Appendix A for the full ETF list. These assets have a wide range of 
volatility. For this reason the moment (return) is in this study normalized by the volatility of the last 2 
months. One compares a sort of Sharpe-ratio with each other. 
In [1] volatility is calculated as the standard-deviation of the daily returns. For this study the more 
effective Yang-Zhang volatility estimator ([13]) is used. Using the best volatility estimator has 
according the literature a significant impact. The Yang-Zhang estimator improved indeed the results, 
but the effect is not very spectacular. One could use the higher efficiency of the estimator to shorten the
volatility window to 1 month. But the original setting of 2 months is also for the new estimator clearly 
superior.
Like in most papers the portfolio is allocated for 1 month. It is rebalanced at the end of the month or the
first trading-day hereafter.
There are 4 methods for calculating the weights of the selected assets: 

I) One defines a given amount C of cash and allocates for each asset C/N shares (in case of a short 
position the absolute value is used). The performance of this allocation scheme is dominated by the 
high-volatility assets.

II) One defines like in I) C cash. But the allocation is according the inverse volatility. This was the 
standard allocation scheme in [1].

III) One defines additionally to C a target volatility V. The allocation for asset k is defined by
C*V/(Vol[k]*N).
The overall investment usually differs from C. The leverage depends on the volatility of the selected 
assets. One invests less during volatile market conditions and buys more in quiet times. This allocation 
scheme was used in [4] and several other studies. It assumes that one invests either in a short-long 
position or in Futures.

IV) One defines like in III) a target volatility. But this time the target is not the historic volatility of the 
individual asset, but of the portfolio itself. If the volatility of the portfolio was low in the previous 
month, one increases the leverage. If the volatility was high, one reduces the investment.
If one defines the leverage L = V/Vol(P) and sets C' = C*L the allocation method boils down to 
II). Where Vol(P) is the volatility of the portfolio in the previous month.
The general idea is similar to III). One invests more in quiet times and reduces the risk in volatile ones. 
Both methods assume that the previous volatility is a reasonable estimator for the volatility in the next 
month. They address especially a well known problem of long-short momentum strategies in the 
recovery phase after a crash. The portfolio-selection is in the recovery on the wrong side. Assets with 
the highest losses during the crash usually have also the highest growth rate in the recovery. But these 
assets are shorted. Assets with a low or a negative beta perform best in the crash. They are now 
outperformed by the former underdogs. This phenomena is called the momentum-crash. 
Volatility increases during the crash and hence both strategies are less invested in the recovery phase. 
Method IV) was proposed in [8] to dampen the effect of the momentum crash.
 
Results:
For ETFs there are only two competitive window-lengths for the momentum computation. These are 1 
and 4 months. All other values are clearly worse. The standard window-length of 12 months gives 
rather poor results. Ignoring the first month makes things only worse. In [5] it is argued, that one 
should use months 6-12. The results in the last half years are ignored. This window is in this setting a 
particularly bad choice. 



Graphic-1 shows the result for a window-length of 4 months. Trading is done from 2007-3-26 till 2013-
07-25. The former date was also used in [1]. Out of the 121 ETFs the top 20 are selected long, the 4 
worst ETFs are shorted. The weights are selected according to method II. One always (re-)invests the 
full value of the portfolio. Leverage is hence 100%. To filter out stalled assets, the volatility of a 
selected asset must be greater than 4%. The motivation for this filter is explained in greater detail in the
revision-3 section of [1]. It can happen, that a low volatility bond (e.g. SHY) is filtered out too. 
It should be noted, that in the first year(s) not all 121 ETFs are yet available. In this case the selection is
from a smaller collection. There are less short-entries, because the short side has only a minor 
contribution to performance (personal communication with Joe Fritz). Actually one can avoid the short 
at all and gets rather similar results. The collection contains short indexes like SH and assets which are 
negatively correlated with the overall market (e.g. TLT 20+ years Treasuries). The index more than 
doubles in the considered time range from 500.000$ to 1.041.997$. The SPY (yellow-line) improves in 
the same time-period by 35.9%. The blue chart at the bottom shows the relative maximum Drawdown. 
This is the percentage value of the max. Drawdown to the preceding peak. The relative max. 
Drawdown reaches its maximum at 2008-9-22 with a value of 9%. The SPY has it's maximum at 2009-
3-02 with 54.5%. The portfolio graph does not show the typical crash-momentum in the recovery phase
of the market. 

Graphic-1:  Momentum 1-4 month. All ETFs (orange). Drawdown (blue), SPY (yellow). 

The portfolio outperforms the SPY over the whole time range by a wide margin. But this effect can be 
mainly attributed to the different behavior in the 2008 crash. Graphic-2 shows the performance in the 
last year. The portfolio wins 9,72%, the SPY 19.9%. But the Drawdown of the portfolio is with 



Graphic-2:  Momentum 1-4 month. All ETFs (orange) in last year, SPY (yellow). 

4.5% also rather modest. The drawdown of the SPY is about double the size. The performance of the 1-
month momentum is only slightly worse than the longer 4-month lookback period. The 4-month setting
has practical advantages. The portfolios are much more stable. If an assets is selected in May, its likely 
also in the June-portfolio. One has only to trade small weight adjustments. 

Graphic-3 shows the performance of the Equal-Weights allocation scheme (Method I). The overall win 
is 127.6%. Also the win in the last year is with 14.9% clearly better than with the inverse-volatility 
weighting. But the drawdown increases – within the last year – from 4.5% to 7.1%. 

Graphic-4 shows the result for the allocation method III. The asset volatility is set to 15%. This value 
was selected to get a similar end result than in Graphic-1 (104.4%). The bottom graph shows the 
leverage of the portfolio. In March/April 2009 the overall volatility of the assets was high. Hence one 
invests only about half of the portfolio value. But in November 2012 one invests more than double the 
portfolio value. The method improves indeed the risk adjusted performance. The drawdown at 2008-
09-22 is only 7.7%. But one can't compare the results directly, because for a (mostly) long portfolio one
needs during the quiet periods additional cash. Graphic-5 shows the performance during the last year. 
Due to the higher leverage the method catches (almost) up with the strong performance of the SPY.



Graphic-3:  Momentum 1-4 month. All ETFs (orange) in last year, SPY (yellow).  Equal Weight.

Graphic-4: Mom. 1-4 month, All ETFs. Bottom graph leverage. 15% Asset-Volatility. 



Graphic-5: Mom. 1-4 month, All ETFs. Bottom graph leverage. 15% Asset-Volatility. Last year.

Graphic-6 shows the performance of the portfolio volatility weighting scheme (Method IV). The 
portfolio volatility was set to 7%. This generates about the same overall performance than in Graphic-
1. The leverage graph at the bottom shows a wide range of values. In July 2010 only 28% of the index 
is invested. In November 2011 it is 526%. The method performs quite well in the 2008 crash. The 
drawdown at 2008-9-22 is only 4.4%. But due to the high leverage the method is vulnerable to bolts 
from the blue. This happens in Nov. 2012. The max. drawdown is at 2012-11-12 12%. This is much 
larger than for the other allocation methods. The authors of [8] do not address this adverse reaction. 
The only praise the improved behavior during the momentum crash phase. For a 20-4 allocation one 
needs also very large cash reserves to trade this strategy. 



Graphic-6: Mom. 1-4 month, All ETFs. Bottom graph leverage. 7% Portfolio-Volatility.

Long-Short-Strategies:
Most momentum-studies assume a long-short position. The allocation methods III and IV are for a 
(mostly) long position in ETFs or stocks not really feasible. Graphic-7 shows the ETF portfolio with 5 
ETFs long and 5 short. The momentum is 4 months. The max. Drawdown happens on 2008-08-04. This
is a typical momentum-crash. The market was going down in May-June 2008 and recovered in July 
2008 (before it nosedived in Oct. 2008). The portfolio is hence in July on the wrong side. Graphic-8 
shows the performance with a 1-month momentum. Here the momentum-crash happens in March 2009.
This is the turning point of the 2008 crash. The leverage is in these 2 graphs as before 100%. The final 
performance is +89.7% for the 4-months and 107.0% for the 1-months momentum.
But as can be seen in both graphs, most of the gains are during the 2008 crash. The effect is especially 
pronounced for the shorter momentum. The SPY has clearly outperformed the strategy in recent time.

But one can now leverage the position. Graphic-9 shows the overall performance with a leverage of 
200%. If one has initially 500.000$ cash, the absolute-value of the portfolio is 1.000.000$. The overall 
performance increases to 237.2%. As can be seen in Graphic-10 the leveraged portfolio clearly beats 
the SPY in the last year. There is of course no free lunch. The relative max. Drawdown grows 
accordingly. But it is still below the drawdown of the SPY (not shown).



Graphic-7: 1-4 month, 5-5 position, inverse volatility

Graphic-8: 1-1 month, 5-5 position, inverse volatility



Graphic-9: 1-4 month, 5-5 position, inverse volatility, 200% Leverage

Graphic-10: 1-4 month, 5-5 position, inverse volatility, 200% Leverage, last year.



Graphic-11 shows the Long-Short performance with allocation Method III. The asset volatility is set to 
25%. The drawdown is during the turbulent times in 2008 considerable smaller than with the constant 
leverage of Graphic-9. The strategy is invested less. But on runs into the “bolt out of the blue” problem.
This happens in May 2012. The market went up in March, April, the asset-volatility was rather low and
hence the strategy has a leverage of 340% in May 2012. The market dropped. It is interesting, that the 
losses are mainly due to the short-positions. The ETF collection contains also inverse ETFs like SH 
(short S&P-500), PSQ (short Nasdaq) and RWM (short Russel 2000).  These 3 ETFs are indeed 
shorted, so the portfolio is effectively – with a high leverage – long the stock market. One can exclude 
the short ETFs. But this does not change the situation fundamentally. The algorithm finds another 
combination which is effectively the market long. The leverage is as before high and hence one gets a 
considerable drop in May 2012. One can dampen the effect if one selects 10 long and 10 short. The 
portfolio is better diversified. But this comes at a cost for the final performance. 

Graphic-11: 1-4 month, 5-5 position, Asset volatility 25%

Graphic-12 shows the performance of allocation method IV with a portfolio volatility of 15%. The 
volatility was set to get a similar overall performance than for the previous leveraged methods. The 
allocation excels in 2008. The relative drawdown is below 10%. But the leverage increases in January 
to whopping 673%. The method beats in this time frame the SPY by a large margin (Graphic-13). 
Nothing happens there, but one can get easily killed with such an extreme leverage. It should be useful 
to set an upper leverage limit or to decrease the portfolio-volatility threshold accordingly.



Graphic-12: 1-4 month, 5-5 position, portfolio-volatility 15%

Graphic-13: 1-4 month, 5-5 position, portfolio-volatility 15%, last year



The Nasdaq-100:

In [1] a Nasdaq-100 portfolio with a momentum of 12 months was build. In the literature the first 
month is usually omitted. The authors use a 2-12 momentum. A reevaluation of the previous results 
confirmed this finding. The 2-12 momentum performs somewhat better than 1-12. As in [1] one goes 
the best performing upper quantile long. The overall result are impressive 304% (the calculation starts 
due to the longer momentum this time at 2007-07-27). The portfolio outperforms the QQQ in each 
year, but is of course over some shorter periods (e.g. the last month) worse.

Graphic-14: Nasdaq-100 10 long, 2-12 momentum (orange), ETF-QQQ (yellow)

Graphic-15 shows the result for Method III with an asset volatility of 25%. The maximum leverage is 
with 128% acceptable. The method has a considerable smaller drawdown in 2008 and 2009, because 
it's only invested with half of the money during this time. This costs some overall performance (235% 
instead of 304%) because it misses also some of the recovery gains in 2009 and 2010. But the 
performance is with 32.2% to 29.6% superior to method II within the last year. Method III is for the 
Nasdaq-100 an interesting alternative, if one has a larger pot of cash which can be spend at different 
amounts for different strategies. If one sees that the Nasdaq runs fine, one simply invests more in the 
Nasdaq-Donkey.
Graphic-16 uses method IV with a portfolio volatility of 15%. The effect is similar, but the leverage 
varies over much a larger range than with method III. It is only 18% in December 2008 and 185% in 
March 2012. This is the strength and weakness of method IV at the same time. It excels in turbulent 
times. But one needs a large overall cash-pot and the danger of bolts out of the blue rises.

All attempts to form a long-short portfolio did not work for the Nasdaq (the same holds for the S&P-
500 and  the Dow-Jones). The stocks are probably in their behavior too uniform. The scientific papers 



usually

Graphic-15: Nasdaq-100 10 long, 2-12 momentum (orange), 25% Asset-Volatility

Graphic-16: Nasdaq-100 10 long, 2-12 momentum (orange), 15% Portfolio-Volatility



deal with the whole stock market. In good times one goes a  (very)small-cap portfolio long and a blue-
chip portfolio short. In bad times the operation is reversed. There are probably better methods to 
construct such a small- and large-cap portfolio (this will be the topic of a forthcoming working paper).
I have also some doubts, if this concept can be traded in real life. (Very-)Small Caps are usually illiquid
and have a large bid-ask spread. 

Idiosyncratic-Volatility:
The latest strand of momentum papers ([7],[9]) claims, that one has to use idiosyncratic returns and/or 
volatility instead of the direct values. One has first to calculate the market beta. The idiosyncratic return
is the return after one has subtracted the market effect/beta. The idiosyncratic volatility is the standard-
deviation of the residuals around the market regression. I did not succeed to get any reasonable results 
with this concept. In case of the ETF Portfolio it is not clear at all what the market is. But I got also no 
reasonable results for the S&P-500, Nasdaq and Dow-Jones indexes. All the papers consider – as 
already noted above – the complete stock universe. Hence the differences between the stocks are much 
larger than for a collection of Nasdaq-100 stocks. Maybe the concept works for the whole stock market.
But I am relative confident, that it does not work for the more practical setting of this work.



The Mule:
The Mule strategy applies a similar approach to a collection of futures. The original paper is [2]. The 
futures selection is based on the S&P Dynamic-Futures Index (see [14]). This index consists of 17 
commodities-, 6 FX- and 2 bond futures. I added for the standard-collection 2 stock-index futures. In 
the original work in [2] also VIX Futures have been added. But there are special strategies ([15],[16]) 
which handle the specific behavior of the VIX much better than a general momentum strategy. For this 
study I could use high-frequency data from IQFeed.  The additional information is used for estimating 
the volatility. Volatility is calculated as the square-root of the summed up 30-min squared returns over 
the last 2 months. It is generally claimed, that high-frequency data estimate volatility much more 
efficiently than daily close to close prices. So I tried also a 1-month volatility window. But this did not 
improve the performance. This result is inline with the experience of the Yang-Zhang estimator.

Note: I have now also for the ETFs and Stocks High-Frequency data available. But the daily-data time series are longer and 
it is also more handy to use daily data. I don't expect any significant performance improvement by replacing the Yang-
Zhang estimator with the HF volatility measure. So I did not change the Donkey to HF-Data. It is more the other way round.
I have no daily-data for the Futures and hence use the HF-Version.

The general setting is identical to the Donkey above. The portfolio is allocated for 1 month. It is 
rebalanced at the end of the month or the first trading-day hereafter. As the available time-series are 
shorter, trading starts at 2009-1-04. It is unfortunate that the behavior in the 2008 crash can not be 
tested. But momentum strategies did generally well in the crash and had more problems in the 2009 
recovery phase.
The essential difference is the fact, that one has to roll-over futures. This is not just a trading detail, but 
there is a roll-value involved. This roll-value is an additional significant information. Besides 
correcting the time series with the backfill algorithm this information was not taken into account in [2]. 
The original mule was in fact a high-frequency donkey. But the roll-value aka carry is especially in the 
FX market the essential information. The PowerShares DB G10 Currency Harvest ETF (DBV) goes 3 
currencies with the highest carry (interest rate) long and 3 with the lowest (negative) carry short.  
Deutsche Bank sells on the German market additionally an ETF which uses for the G10 currencies a 
classical momentum-only approach. The momentum ETF did well in the 2008 crash, but the 
performance is not attractive in the last 2 years. The DBV followed the general crash in 2008, but 
performs reasonable since then (but it suffered in the last months from the sharp decline of the AUD). 
Deutsche Bank even sells an ETF which invests in the carry and the momentum ETFs with (about) 
equal weights. Up to my knowledge there is no ETF which combines the 2 signals in one coherent 
trading strategy.
There are several ways to do so. The simplest approach is to add the roll-value to the momentum. This 
is to a certain degree done twice, because the backfill algorithm adjusts for the roll-value too. But the 
backfill does this for the previous rollover, the add is done for the current roll. For some futures like  
gold or stock indexes both values are practically identical. But for agricultural futures the roll value has
a strong seasonal pattern and hence adding the current value is not the same than a double backfill 
adjustment. This simple approach did not improve the performance. It has even in most constellations a
slightly negative impact. 
In [10] the authors formed a double sorted list. They first sorted according to the roll-value. Out of the 
top-half they selected the ones with the best momentum. From the bottom-half the ones with the worst. 
This improved the performance slightly. But it does not directly fit to the Double-Momentum approach 
of the Donkey. The Donkey sorts the normalized momentum too. But as an additional constraints a 
long position must have a positive, a short position a negative momentum.
This criterion was included here too. The momentum and the roll-value most have the same sign. A 
future is only traded long, if it has a positive momentum and a positive roll. For a short position the roll



most be negative. This additional filter improves the performance significantly. It was the best rule I 
have found and makes also intuitively sense. As already noted there are futures which have – at least in 
the considered time range – always either a negative or a positive roll value. The roll of gold is always 
negative. This are the storage costs. The S&P-500 futures have a positive roll as long as the dividends 
are higher than the short-term interest rate. Due to the additional constraint gold is never traded long, 
the ES is never shorted. But there are other futures which have a more intricate roll pattern. For most 
agricultural futures the roll has a strong seasonal component. The roll value for energy futures changes 
over time, but there is only a weak seasonal component. The roll depends on the overall market 
situation and the geopolitical expectations. For the FX market there are classical high interest and 
hence positive roll currencies like the AUD and traditional low interest currencies like the Swiss Franc. 
The additional filter has the effect, that one never shorts the AUD and one never goes the Swiss Franc 
long. Generally speaking, the momentum never sails against the headwind of the opposite carry. 

I tried also a multiplicative scheme. If the momentum and the roll have the same sign, the values are 
multiplied or added together. If the sign differs, the momentum is set to zero and hence this future is 
never selected. In other words, not only the sign, but also the size of the roll is taken into account. But 
the simple approach of using the sign as an additional filter performed clearly better. Graphic-17 shows
the performance of this strategy for a momentum of 4 months. One goes 3 futures long and 3 futures 
short. The allocation is done with method II (inverse volatility) with a leverage of 100%. The strategy 
clearly beats the ETF GSG (the S&P commodity index).

Graphic-17: 4 month momentum, roll-filter (orange) and GSG (yellow)



Graphic-18: 4 month momentum, roll-filter (orange) and SPY (yellow).

The picture is less favorable if one compares the strategy with the SPY. The Futures portfolio wins 
55.2%, the SPY doubles in the same time range. But the performance of the portfolio is obviously 
smoother. As one trades futures, it is straightforward to increase the leverage. Graphic-19 shows the 
result if one allocates 200% with the inverse volatility method. The portfolio beats now the SPY. But 
the drawdown is of course also scaled up accordingly. 
Graphic-20 shows the performance of allocation method III with an asset volatility of 10%. The overall
performance is slightly worse than method II with 200% leverage. The drawdown is somewhat better 
on the left in 2009. The volatility o f the futures was at this time higher, so the leverage is below 200%. 
But the method does not avoid the large drawdown in 2012. At this time the market gradually dragged 
down. The leverage is above 200% and hence the drawdown is larger. The picture is similar for 
allocation method IV with a portfolio-volatility of 10%. The method does not recognize the drag in 
2012 and the accumulated loss is also for this method worse than the simple inverse volatility 
allocation.

The Skew:
In [11] the authors claim, that the skew of high-frequency returns is superior to the momentum. The 
skew has indeed some predictive value (it is also highly correlated with the momentum), but it was in 
the current setting definitively not superior to the 4 months momentum. I tried combinations of the 
skew, momentum and the roll-value. But none of these combinations came close to the momentum 
augmented with the additional roll-value filter. 



Graphic-19: 4 month momentum, roll-filter, double leverage (orange) and SPY (yellow).

Graphic-20: 4 month momentum, roll-filter, 10% Asset-Volatility (orange) and SPY (yellow).



 Graphic-21: 4 month momentum, roll-filter, 10% Portfolio-Volatility (orange) and SPY (yellow).

Conclusion:
Although I tried dozens of different combinations (which are not all documented here) from the recent 
momentum literature, the practical changes and improvements to the Donkey are not spectacular. The 
original setting of 20 long, 4 short and a momentum of 4 months with allocation method II seems to be 
a good choice. One could think about to replace this with a leveraged approach by going 5 ETFs long 
and 5 short. But this increases the damage of bolts out of the blue. Allocation method III and IV with 
dynamical leverage are practically only feasible with the long-short portfolio. The leverage of Method 
IV varies too much. It performs indeed well in very turbulent times, but the leverage gets too high 
during rallies. Method III is more conservative. This is probably the interesting alternative to a fixed 
leverage. As already said, it can only be reasonably implemented with a long-short portfolio. This in 
turn is only interesting, if one wants a higher return at the price of some extra risk.

For the Nasdaq-100 portfolio the initial choice of 10 long seems to be without alternative. A long-short 
approach does not work at all. But changing the momentum from 1-12 to the standard setting of 2-12 is
preferable.

The additional roll filter is a definite improvement for the mule. The 3-long, 3-short portfolio seems to 
be a good choice. A momentum of 4-months is clearly the best. As one trades futures, one can easily 
introduce some additional leverage. It is just a matter of risk-tolerance (and margins). Methods III and 
IV are theoretically attractive, but do not dominate in practice the simpler inverse-volatility approach 
with fixed leverage. Especially method IV varies the leverage too much. One could think about to use 
method III. But method II has the definitive advantage to be conceptually the most straightforward one.
The big advantage of the mule is its low correlation with the market (SPY).



One can add some mule trading for diversification reasons. But as the granularity of the futures is 
relative high, one has to start trading with a larger amount of money (or higher leverage). This point is 
discussed in more detail in [2]. 
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Appendix A: ETF-List:

Ticker Description USA Sector
AGG US graded bonds Yes Bond
BKF iShares MSCI BRIC Index No Stock-Index
BND Vanguard Total Bond Market Yes Bond
BRF Market Vectors Brazil Small-Cap ETF No Stock-Index
BWX SPDR Barclays Capital Intl. Treasury Bond No Treasury
CEW Wisdom Tree Dreyfus Emerging Currency No FX
CYB Wisdom Tree Dreyfus Yuan No FX
DBA PowerShares DB Agriculture No Commodity
DBB PowerShares DB Base Metals No Commodity
DBC Power Shares DB Commodity Index Tracking No Commodity
DBO Power Shares DB Oil No Commodity
DBV PowerShares DB G10 Currency Harvest No FX
DEM WisdomTree Emerging Markets Equity No Stock-Index
DGS WisdomTree Emerging Markets SmallCap Div No Stock-Index
DIA Dow-Jones Yes Stock-Index
DJP iPath DJ-UBS Commodity Index TR ETN No Commodity
ECH iShares MSCI Chile Investable Market Index No Stock-Index
EEB Guggenheim BRIC No Stock-Index
EEM MSCI Emerging Markets Index No Stock-Index
EFA MSCI EAFE stock index No Stock-Index
EMB iShares JPMorgan USD Emerging Markets Bond No Bond
EPP iShares MSCI Pacific ex-Japan Market Index No Stock-Index
EPU iShares MSCI All Peru Capped Index No Stock-Index
EWC iShares MSCI Canada Index No Stock-Index
EWG iShares MSCI Germany Index No Stock-Index
EWH iShares MSCI Hong Kong Index No Stock-Index
EWJ iShares MSCI Japan Index No Stock-Index
EWL iShares MSCI Switzerland Index No Stock-Index
EWM iShares MSCI Malaysia Index No Stock-Index
EWS IShares MSCI Singapore Index No Stock-Index
EWT iShares MSCI Taiwan Index No Stock-Index
EWW iShares MSCI Mexico Index no Stock-Index
EWY iShares MSCI South-Korea Index No Stock-Index
EWZ iShares MSCI Brazil Index No Stock-Index
EZA iShares MSCI South Africa Index No Stock-Index
FCG First Trust ISE-Revere Natural Gas Index No Stock-Index
FXA Currency Shares Australian Dollar Trust No FX
FXE Currency Shares Euro Trust No FX
FXF Currency Shares Swiss Franc Trust No FX
FXI iShares FTSE China 25 Index Fund No Stock-Index
FXY Currency Shares Japanese Yen Trust No FX
GCC GreenHaven Continuous Commodity Index No Commodity
GLD SPDR Gold Shares Yes Commodity
GSG S&P GSCI Global Commodity Index No Commodity
HYD Market Vectors High-Yield Muni ETF Yes Bond



HYG iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond Yes Bond
IBB iShares Nasdaq Biotechnology Yes Industry-Sector
ICF iShares Cohen&Steers Realty Majors Yes REIT
IDX Market Vectors Indonesia Index ETF No Stock-Index
IEF iShares Barclays 7-10years Treasuries Yes Treasury
IEI iShares Barclays 3-7 Year Treasury Bond Yes Treasury
IEZ iShares Dow Jones US Oil Equipment Index Yes Industry-Sector
IJS Ishares S&P Smallcap 600 Value Index Yes Sto
ILF S&P-Latin-America 40 index No Stock-Index
INP iPath MSCI India Index ETN No Stock-Index
IVE Ishares S&P 500 Value Index Yes Sto
IWB iShares Russel-1000 Yes Stock-Index
IWM iShares Russel-2000 Yes Stock-Index
IWO iShares Russel-2000 Growth Yes Stock-Index
IWS iShares Russel Midcap Value Index Yes Stock-Index
IWV iShares Russel 3000 Index Yes Stock-Index
IXC iShares S&P Global Energy No Industry-Sector
IYT iShares Dow Jones Transportation Average Yes Industry-Sector
IYZ iShares Dow Jones US Telecom Yes Industry-Sector
JJC iPath DJ-UBS Copper TR Yes Commodity
JJG iPath Dow Jones UBS Grains Yes Commodity
JNK SPDR Barclays High Yield Bond Yes Bond
KBE SPDR S&P Bank ETF Yes Industry-Sector
KOL Market Vectors Coal ETF Yes Commodity
KRE SPDR S&P Regional Banking ETF Yes Industry-Sector
LQD iShares Graded Corporate Bonds Yes Bond
MOO Market Vectors Agribusiness ETF Yes Industry-Sector
MUB iShares S&P National AMT-Free Muni Bond Yes Bond
OEF iShares S&P 100 Index Yes Stock-Index
PBP PowerShares S&P 500 BuyWrite Yes Stock-Index
PCY PowerShares Emerging Marktet Sovereign Debt No Treasury
PFF iShares S&P US Preferred Stock Index Yes Stock-Index
PGF PowerShares Financial Preferred Yes Bond
PGX PowerShares Preferred Yes Bond
PHB Powershares High Yield Corp. Bond Yes Bond
PJP Powershares Dynamic Pharmaceuticals Yes Industry-Sector
PSQ ProShares Short QQQ Yes Short-Index
QQQ PowerShares Nasdaq-100 Yes Stock-Index
RWM ProShares Short Russel 2000 Yes Short-Index
RSX Market Vectors Russia Index No Stock-Index
RTH Market Vectors Retail Yes Industry-Sector
SDY SPDR S&P Dividend Yes Stock-Index
SH Proshares Short S&P-500 Yes Short-Inde
SHY iShares Barclays 1-3 Treasury Bond Yes Treasury
SLV iShares Silver Trust Yes Commodity
SPLV SPDR S&P-500 Low Volatility Yes Stock-Index
SPY SPDR S&P-500 Yes Stock-Index
TFI SPDR Nuveen Barclays Capital Muni Bond Yes Bond



THD iShares MSCI Thailand Invest Mkt Index no Country-Index
TIP iShares Inflation Protected Securities Yes Treasury
TLT iShares Barclays 20+ Treasuries Bond Yes Treasury
TUR iShares MSCI Turkey Invest Mkt Index No Stock-Index
UDN Short US-$ against FX-Basket No FX
UUP Power Shares DB US Dollar Index Bullish Yes FX
USO United States Oil Yes Commodity
UNG United States Natural Gas Fund Yes Commodity
VEA Vanguard MSCI EAFE stock index No Stock-Index
VGK Vanguard MSCI Europe ETF No Stock-Index
VTI MSCI US-Broad Market Yes Country-Index
VWO Vanguard FTSE Emerging Markets No Coun
WIP SPDR Intl. Govt Infl-Protected Bond No Bond
XBI SPDR S&P Biotech Yes Industry-Sector
XHB SPDR S&P Homebuilders Yes Industry-Sector
XIV Velocity Shares Daily Inverse VIX Short-Term Yes Short Volatility
XLB Materials Select Sector SPDR Yes Industry-Sector
XLE Energy Select Sector SPDR Yes Industry
XLF Financial Select Sector SPDR No Industry-Sector
XLI Industrial Select Sector SPDR Yes Industry-Sector
XLK Technology Select Sector SPDR Yes Industry-Sector
XLP Consumer Staples Select Sector SPDR Yes Industry-Sector
XLU Utilities Select Sector SPDR Yes Industry-Sector
XLV Health Care Select Sector SPDR Yes Industry-Sector
XLY Consumer Discret Select Sector SPDR Yes Industry-Sector
XME SPDR S&P Metal&Mining Yes Industry-Sector
XOP SPDR S&P Oil&Gas Exploration&Prod Yes Industry-Sector
XRT SPDR S&P Retail Yes Industry-Sector



Appendix B: Futures-List:
The symbols are for the iqfeed data-feed. An “*” after the symbol means that this symbol is part of the 
S&P Commodity Index. Futures with a “+” are extensions to this index. The role pattern describes the 
traded future for each month. HHMMMUUUZZZH means, that in Jan, Feb the March-Future is traded.
In Mar, Apr, May the June-Future. In Jun, Jul, Aug the September-Future. In Sep, Oct, Nov the 
December Future and in Dec the March Future of the next year. The patterns are identical to S&P-
Commodity Index.

Symbol Roll-Pattern Asset-Class Description

AD* HHMMMUUUZZZH FX Australian $

BP* HHMMMUUUZZZH FX British Pound

C* HNNNNUUZZZHH Commodity Corn

CC* HHMMMUUUZZZH Commodity Cocoa

CD* HHMMMUUUZZZH FX Canadian $

CL* HMMMUUUZZZH1H Commodity Crude Oil

CT* HNNNNZZZZZHH Commodity Cotton

EMD+ HHMMMUUUZZZH Stock-Index E-Mini S&P Midcap 400

ES+ HHMMMUUUZZZH Stock-Index E-Mini S&P-500

EU* HHMMMUUUZZZH FX Euro

GC* JJMMQQZZZZGG Commodity Gold

HE* MMMMQQZZZZGG Commodity Lean Hogs

HG* HKKNNUUZZZHH Commodity Copper

HO* HMMMUUUZZZHH Commodity Heating Oil

JY* HHMMMUUUZZZH FX Japanese Yen

KC* HNNNNUUZZZHH Commodity Coffee

LE* MMMMQQZZZZGG Commodity Live Cattle

NG* HMMMUUUZZZHH Commodity Natural Gas

RB* HMMMUUUZZZHH Commodity RBOB Gasoline

S* HNNNNXXXXHHH Commodity Soybeans

SB* HKKNNVVVHHHH Commodity Sugar

SF* HHMMMUUUZZZH FX Swiss Franc

SI* HNNNNUUZZZHH Commodity Silver

TY* HMMMUUUZZZHH Bond US 10y Bond

US* HMMMUUUZZZHH Bond US Long Bond

W* HNNNNUUZZZHH Commodity Wheat


